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WOMEN CELL, VENKATESH MAHAJAN SENIOR COLLEGE, 
DHARASHIV 

                                                           ORGANIZED  

“Exhibition and One Day Workshop on Paper Cutting Art”       

Tuesday, January 09, 2024 

The objective of a paper cutting art exhibition and workshop: 

To promote and celebrate the art form of paper cutting. It aims to showcase the beauty, intricacy, and versatility of paper as a 
medium for artistic expression. Additionally, it provides a platform for artists to share their skills, techniques, and creative processes 
with attendees through workshops, demonstrations, and interactive experiences. This type of event fosters community engagement, 
encourages creativity, and inspires appreciation for the craft of paper cutting. Organizing such workshops gives scope to the talents of 
the students. 

A one-day workshop and exhibition on “Paper cutting Art” was organized on Tuesday 09 January 2024 from 10.00 am to 3.00 

pm by Women Cell of Venkatesh Mahajan senior College Dharashiv. Dr. Mrs. Rekha Tai Dhage, the President of the Dharasur Women's 

Federation, and Ms. Sharmishtha Dange, a prominent member of the Rashtrasevika Samiti, were present along with Dr. Prashant 

Choudhary, the Principal of Mahavidyalaya, for the inauguration of this exhibition and workshop. In this exhibition and workshop, retired 

art teacher Mr. Ramesh Shivram Renake from Tuljapur had displayed more than Five Hundred artworks created from paper. 

                During the inauguration session of the program, Dr. Mrs. Rekha Dhage elaborated on how social cohesion and environmental 

sustainability are nurtured through such arts, highlighting the significance. The chief guest, Ms. Sharmishtha Dange, provided guidance 

on how artworks contribute to familial joy and bonding. Mr. Ramesh Renake, the artist behind these paper artworks, shared his inspiration, 

joy, and narratives behind his creations. Dr. Prashant Choudhary, the Principal of the college, urged the students to develop their artistic 

perspectives. 

The proposed introduction was done by Prof. Anita Linge, while the programe was compered by Prof. Dr. Jayashree Kulkarni. A 
Large number of Students, parents, teachers, staff, as well as members of the Dharasurmardini Women's Federation and Rashtrasevika 
Samiti, Dharashiv benifited by this exhibition and workshop. 

Outcome of the Objective: 

1.Enhanced skills and techniques among participants in the art of paper cutting. 2.Promotion of creativity and innovation through 
paper cutting. 3.Encouragement of environmental sustainability by utilizing paper as a medium. 4. Facilitation of social cohesion 
and cultural exchange through artistic expression. 5. Contribution to the preservation and promotion of traditional and 
contemporary paper cutting techniques. 

  

 

 

 

 



WOMEN CELL VENKATESH MAHAJAN SENIOR COLLEGE, 
DHARASHIV 
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                                   “Exhibition and One Day Workshop on Paper Cutting Art” 

Tuesday, January 09, 2024 

   

On the occasion of Inauguration of the Exhibition and Workshop: Principal Dr. Chaudhari, Dr. Rekha Dhage, Shri Ramesh Renke, Sau 
Sharmishtha Dange 

    



“Exhibition and One Day Workshop on Paper Cutting Art”- Shri Ramesh Renke sharing his experience  

Tuesday, January 09, 2024 

 



“Exhibition and One Day Workshop on Paper Cutting Art”- Paper Cutting Art by Shri Ramesh Renke  

Tuesday, January 09, 2024 

 

 



“Exhibition and One Day Workshop on Paper Cutting Art”- Newspaper Clippings 

Tuesday, January 09, 2024 

  

 


